
Being part of the underground scene has one of the most
exciting think as you always discover small bands here
and there. While most of the main bands are covered in
large Metal magazines and well known forums, other
hard core Metalheads spend time
writing crushing tunes, finding a
descent label that would be willing
to press their music on vinyl. One
of them is MAIM. They’re hailing
from Sweden, the home country of
the burgeoning Sweden Death Metal
that popped up by the end of the
80’s. MAIM is following the early
steps of their older mates and combos
such as Nihilist, Dismember, Grave or Treblinka.
They’ve released two excellent LP so far through
Soulseller Records. Reads on intelligent answers from
Scott (guitars). Interview conducted in June 2011.  

Hail over there, how was winter this year ? Did aquavit
warm you during the coldest day ?
Hi there ! The winter was long and cold this year so the
aquavit did indeed keep us warm ! BUT
now the summer is here and the serious
beer drinking has begun. 

Could you introduce MAIM to readers ?
What is the background of each 
member ? It seems the band is active
since 2006 but the first release has only
been out in 2009, what did you do dur-
ing 3 years ? 
Well, me (Scott), Rikard and Otto are friends from way back and
I met Chris in school a bit later on. The thing is that we didn’t
have any plans with our music from the start, we just played
cause we really enjoyed it and there were no scene to talk about
either, so during our first 3 years everything was pretty much on
a very average level, we rehearsed and wrote songs but didn’t
have any goals so everything went pretty slow. But things start-
ed to change in 2007-2008
when Death Breath
released their album and
Daniel Ekeroth’s book
Swedish Death Metal came
out. And I guess we got
caught up in that wave as
well. 

Scott you’re the axeman
of the band, do you
remember why you
choose guitar as instru-
ment when you were
young ? Have you
played other instru-
ments beside ? Who are
the guitar players that inspire you ?
My older brother inspired me a lot. He did a lot of cool mixed
tapes for me when I was like 13 years old with tons of great 70’s

and 80’s metal. He also played the guitar so I guess he inspired
me to pickup that instrument of choice. I went to music class in
school so I know some basics for the piano as well, but I’m not

playing any other instruments really. I’m
already having a hard time trying to play the
guitar properly ! There are so many guitar
players out there that have inspired me a
lot. The first obvious one to mention would
of course be Tony Iommi of Black
Sabbath, then I’m a big fan of Scott
Gorham of Thin Lizzy, he was always in
the background of the Lizzy guitarists

but has such a groovy sound. Then you have Hank
Shermann of Mercyful fate. Can keep going forever but there
you have a few. 

“From The womb To The Tomb” is an excellent glam
Metal album where we can hear the obvious influences
of Mötely Crüe, Twisted Sister or even Hanoï Rock, do
you agree ahahah ? No way !! Fuck the debut album is
simply amazing, everything is here : crude vocals, rough
riffs and bloody old school productions that remind me

of the best 90’s Swedish D.M. How do you get this
level and do you practice a lot ?
We have been rehearsing a lot through the years so I
guess that have paid off. It’s as simple as that, there
are now shortcuts I’m afraid. 

Could you tell us a bit how was the debut
album recorded ? How long was the writing
process of the compositions ? What gear do you
use to get this gorgeous and lugubrious sound ?
It’s a long time ago so can’t really recall on how it

was. But as I mentioned early it took a good 2 years or so to
write the songs since we just played without any goals or any
thoughts of recording an album or anything like that. Don’t
remember what gear we used, sorry (hugh ???-ed)

Your lyrics are gore oriented, they seem to be influenced
by all the 70’s horror
movies. Is that right ?
Do you think lyrics
can change listener
mind/point of view
according to you ?
Could you imagine
MAIM as an opinion
leader when it comes
to lyrics ? I mean that
your lyrics could
alter the future of
fans, making them
thinking about their
conditions ?
A) We are basically
inspired by the whole

70’s horror, gore era yes. But that has also got to do with the
fact that Entombed, Death, Autopsy, Morbid Angel etc also were
very inspired by the same things. We are equally inspired by our



favorite bands choice of themes as we are by the very core of
what they were inspired by. They came up with a certain frame
that works out very well for our kind of music, we have simply
adapted that and continue on their path, it’s as simple as that. B)
People that take our or any other Death Metal bands lyrics as
some sort of mindchanger should really think things over. It’s for
a good laugh. If people want to change their conditions they
should listen to Victor Jara or any other of the great political
singer songwriters.

In 2009 you released the debut which included “Ridding
With Disease” an Autopsy cover but also the return of
the American combo through “Horrific Obsession” sin-
gle. Was it done willingly ? I meant were you aware of
the Autopsy’s come back and you paid them tribute
through this song ? 
We were not aware of their comeback when
we first started to play
“Ridden With Disease”.
We have also stopped
playing it live cause it
doesn’t feel right when they
are reunited, which is great I
think ! Their new album
“Macabre Eternal” is killer !!
They are truly the pioneers of
Death Metal the way it sup-
posed to be. 

Henric and Christian are
brothers, do you think that
helps the band to compose and record faster ?
Henric and Christian are not brothers, have no Idea where you
got this information from. But Henric and Rikard are cousins.
Can’t say that is helping us composing music faster. Why would
it ? (I read their same name so I stupidly thought they were
brothers…-ed)

Both of your albums have been available on LP, with
quality lay out, poster and even a patch. How album lay
out is important to you ? And are you also a vinyl maniac
? How large is your collection, what are the jewel pieces
you own ?
The album lay out is of course something that matters for us.
The whole concept for a band is something I think is very impor-
tant and the album lay-outs etcetera is a big part of that. Yeah
I only buy vinyl nowadays. The format is just way nicer,
soundwise and designwise. Can’t stand the cheap CD
jewel cases anymore. I haven’t counted my collection in
a long while so don’t know exactly how many records I
got. I’m not the guy that spend all the money I have on
vinyls every month and then live on noodles, I buy
records when I can afford it. I don’t really look for rari-
ties either, I definitely prefer buying for instance the
whole Black Sabbath catalogue in a later press instead of
buying just the first Vertigo press of “Paranoid” or any-
thing like that. I think that is plain stupid to be honest. 

Perhaps a stupid question, but why “Deceased to Exist”
vinyl is not a gatefold as the first album ?
Don’t know really. I think gatefolds are cool but all these extrav-
aganza releases can turn overhand sometimes. We wanted to
keep this release straight and simple. 

Are you working on the third album ? How will it sound
and will it be released through Soulseller Records too ? 
We have no plans for a third album quite yet. We will probably
release a 7” in a not to distant future though. It might be released
on Soulseller as well, but nothing is certain at this point. 

Are you only into Death Metal or do you also listened to
other range of Metal ? Which new combos from your

area would you advise ?
Oh I listen to a lot of different music.
At the moment I’m very into various
Punk and Hardcore bands. Inepsy
from Canada is one of them, great
Motörhead/GBH punk & roll. I’m
also listening a lot to the great
English/German 70’s band UFO
at the moment. 

The two past years have
seen many tribute to the
glorious 90’s Swedish DM

through Slayer Magazine, re-releases
of Carnage, Nirvana 2002, Nihilist and the awesome

Morbid triple LP. Were you there in the beginning and
being there or not, how do you see the early days of this
scene ?
I was like 3-4 years old when those guys started off so can’t real-
ly say much about the early days. But I just find it funny that
people seem to regard those early days in the late 80’s as leg-
endary since they were only early teenage kids fooling around,
nothing was serious what so ever. 

Strangely enough Mayhem members always stated
Dead’s suicide had relation with the extreme B.M scene
which brought them many high lines in news-
papers and fanzines. But when reading

the booklet
of



the “Year Of Goat”,
it seems that Dead
felt depressed and
missed a lot
Sweden and
Morbid, which is a
completely differ-
ent story. Have you
heard anything
about that and
were you in rela-
tion with Dead as
according to me he
was one of the few
who really under-
stood the under-
ground feeling,
mixing cruelty image with large humor side ?
Sorry to disappoint you but I’m quite positive that the latter is
the correct one. From all the documentaries I have seen and
what I heard from people who were there back in
the day he was more or less just this border-
line kid with an obsession for strange bizarre
things. The legend we all know as Dead is a
lot bigger than the persona. Maybe he had a
good sense of humor, but I don’t find anything
funny about shooting yourself with a shotgun at
age 21, what a waste.

Please list your top ten albums when it
comes to Death Metal and explain your
choice. What is the weirdest stuff you’ve ever listened
too when it comes to Metal of 
death ?
I’m not really into lists since they depend so much of what
you’re into at the very moment.  It’s also hard for
me to decide where the line is drawn between
the different genres, we are as much influ-
enced by Darkthrone as we are by
Napalm Death, and people don’t real-
ly see either band as typical Death
Metal.

According to you, how has
internet changed the under-
ground scene ? Did you experi-
ence the old tape trading stuffs
and cut’n’ paste zines, how do you
see them now ? And don’t you
think that all the myspace, face-
book, twitter shit are fucking hilari-
ous when it concern Black Metal com-
bos ? I mean where’s the point of getting
“friends” on internet when the band is
dealing with misanthropic ideas, end of life
and anti religious matter….?
Interned has totally changed the underground scene. I think the
scene is as big as it ever was thanks to the internet, so for me

it’s all good
since you
can find
music you
never would
have found
otherwise. If
the Black
Metal bands
don’t want
anyone to
listen to their
music, it’s up
to them ! 

I feel like
the early

extreme combos had pretty extreme attitude, strong anti
religious side and rather bad reputation (i.e. : early
Slayer, Profanatica, Sadistic Intent, Morbid Angel,

Dismember and so on..). Most of them had
leather and spikes, studs look that was in oppo-
sition to everyday dress.  Is the way a combo is
dressed important to you when they’re playing
live ? 
They way people dress doesn’t really matter to me,
it’s mainly about the music. But of course if it
helps bringing a certain atmosphere on stage it
could matter more. I would for instance not want
to see a band like Watain with regular clothes. 

Some women are now involved in D.M bands which
was pretty seldom in past, how do you view female in
the D.M scene and would it be possible to get a woman
in MAIM in the future ?
Well it’s a fact that Metal if a very male dominant genre in gen-

eral. I can’t really say exactly why, but I guess the
men’s club kind of atmosphere

keeps the female away. If more
girls wanted to play Death
Metal I don’t think it would be
much of a problem though. It’s
about what music you can cre-
ate not what you have between
your legs. 

Thanks a lot for your time,
end the interview giving us
the merchandising avail-
able and the future project.

Skal !!! 
Thank you ! Check out;

myspace.com/maimdeathmetal,
maimdeathmetal.bandcamp.com or our

facebook page for further info regarding
merchandise etcetera ! 


